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Frommer' s guide to southern italy

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its branches Just say the word Italy and you can already see it. Noble stones of ancient Rome and greek temples of Sicily. The wine hills of Piedmont and Tuscany, the ruins of Pompeii and the secret canals and crumbling palaces of Venice. For centuries, visitors have come here in search of their own piece of good life and have largely found it.
Nowhere in the world is the impact of the Renaissance felt more fully than in its birthplace, Florence, the repository of works of art left by Masaccio, Botticelli, Leonardo, Michelangelo and many, many others. Much of the known world was once ruled from Rome, the city that supposedly founded the twins Romulus and Remus in 753 b.c. There is no place with more artistic
treasures-nor Venice, a seemingly impossible floating city that has been shaped by its merchants and their centuries of trade with byzantine and Islamic worlds to the east. And there's more. Long before Italy became a country, it was a free collection of city-states. In the 19th century, alliances and rivalries left a legacy of art and architecture in Verona, with its romance and intact
Roman arena, and in Mantova, which blossomed during the Renaissance during the Gonzaga dynasty. Padua and its sublime Giotto frescoes are also within easy reach of Venice. In Siena, ethereal art and Gothic palaces survive, which have hardly changed since the city's heyday in 1300. Previously, the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 AD.m preserved Pompeii and Herculaneum
under volcanic ash for 2 millennia. It remains the best place to get up close with the world of the Roman Empire. The buildings of ancient Greece still stand at Paestum, campania and places in Sicily, the largest island of the Mediterranean Sea. The corrugated hills of Chianti, clad in vines and the emerald green expanses of Val d'Orcia, covered in cypress, display iconic images of
Tuscany. Adventurous walkers of all ages can go hiking among the coastal villages of Cinque Terre, where you can travel without any problems in the 21st century. Whether it's seafood along the Sicilian coast, pizza in Naples, pasta in Bologna, pesto in Genoa or red wines Barolo and Barbaresco from Piedmont, your taste buds are for your own adventure. Milan and Florence are
the center of world fashion. Welcome to La Bella Italia. Italy is so huge and full of treasures that it's hard to resist the temptation to pack too much in too short a time. It's a frighteningly diverse and complex destination and you can't even collect the surface in 1 or 2 weeks - so relax, don't try. If you are a first time visitor with little time to tour, we recommend you only go for classic
nuggets: Rome, Florence and Venice could be packed into 1 very busy week, even better at 2.How can you achieve this? Italy is one of Germany and France and offers the best maintained motorways in continental Europe (called autostráda). You pay tolls to drive on them, but it's much faster to use than trust your limited time on a number of smaller roads that can be much
slower going on. The country also boasts one of the fastest and most efficient high-speed rail networks in the world. Rome, Bologna and Milan are key hubs of this 21st-century transport empire. In fact, if you are city-hopping between Rome, Florence and Venice, you may never rent a car. The modernisation of the rail network means that key routes are served by comfortable and
fast trains. You will only really require car hire if you plan a country detour. The itineraries on this page show you some of our favorite places. The pace can sometimes be a bit of a breath for some visitors, so consider skipping a stop to have some chill-out time-after all, you're on vacation. Of course, you can also use any of our itineraries as a springboard to develop your own
adventure. Buon viaggio! Note: This information was accurate when it was posted, but may change without notice. Please be sure to confirm all rates and details directly with the companies concerned before planning your trip. Book Hotels The largest city in Campania after Naples, Salerno is the southern gateway to the Amalfi Coast, and among our favorite off-the-beaten path
destinations. Largely undiscovered by tourism, its wealth of artistic and historical offerings is well worth a visit. The city prides itself on having one of Italy's most beautiful seaside promenades and a wonderful medieval centre - full of small shops and restaurants - with an excellent 9/11 duomo. Salerno is also the starting point for Cilento, one of Italy's best-kept secrets and an area
virtually unknown to foreign tourists. Parco Nazionale del Cilento – Italy's second largest park – covers much of the southern part of Campania and includes many exciting natural attractions, including two huge caves, a beautiful hilly, unexplocied interior, small fishing towns and seaside resorts with fine sandy beaches. Cilento was where the ancient Greeks built some of their most
important colonies, whose grandeur is still visible in the unique ruins of Paestum, home to the best preserved Greek temple after Theseion in Athens. The beautiful coastline of the area is popular with Italians at the height of summer, and it must be said, was rather spoilt for life by the vast development. Most foreign tourists focus on the temples of Paestum and move on, thus
completely absent from the wild, uncharted interior of Cilento, picturesque shores and last but not least wonderful cuisine. Get inspired for your next Book Hotels holiday Although bordered in northwest France, northern Switzerland and Austria and to the east by Slovenia, Italy is a country that is largely surrounded by the sea. It's not huge, but the shape of the peninsula shoe gives
you the impression of a much larger area. Here it is a short overview of cities and regions:Rome &amp; Latium - The Latium region (Lazio in Italian) dominates Rome, the capital of both the ancient Empire and modern Italy. Much of the civilized world was once ruled from here, beginning with the days when Romulus and Remus supposedly founded Rome in 753 b.c. There is no
place with more artistic sights or more buzz - not even Venice or Florence.Florence &amp; Tuscany - Tuscany is one of Italy's most culturally and politically influential provinces - the development of Italy without Tuscany is simply unthinkable (and the Italian language is only a standardized version of the Florentine dialect). Nowhere in the world is the impact of the Renaissance still
felt to a greater extent than in its birthplace, Florence, the repository of works of art left by Masaccio, Leonardo, Michelangelo and others. The main Tuscan destinations behind Florence are the smaller towns of Lucca, Pisa and especially Siena, florence's great historical rival, as well as the Chianti winery. Umbria – Neighboring Tuscany, Umbria is a land of rolling green hills and
olive groves where the pace of life is calm. It has excellent art and monuments in Perugia, Assisi and the former Etruscan capital orvieto.Bologna &amp; Emilia-Romagna - Italians don't agree on it very much, but one national consensus is that the food in Emilia-Romagna is probably the best in Italy. The capital Bologna also has museums, churches and a great university with
roots in the Middle Ages. Among other art cities in the region, no one is nobler than the Byzantine Ravenna, with mosaics from when the Roman Empire was the capital. Venice &amp; Veneto - Northeastern Italy is one of Europe's treasures, encompassing Venice (certainly the most unusual city in the world) and the surrounding Veneto region. Aging, crumbling and sinking into
the sea, Venice is so enticing that we almost want to say visit it, even if you have to skip Rome and Florence. We also recommend the art cities of the Venetian arch: Verona, with its romance and intact Roman arena; and Padua, with his giotto frescoes. Lombardy, Piedmont &amp; the Lakes - Flat, fertile and prosperous, Lombardy dominates Milan. However, despite Leonardo's
Last Supper, la scala opera house, shopping and some great museums, Milan has no sights of Rome, Florence or Venice. In the neighboring towns of Bergamo and Mantua you will find more charm (and more manageable areas to cover). Also competing for its time should be photogenic lakes Como and Garda.Piedmont's largest city, Turin, is home to the Fiat empire (and
vermouth). The most famous Turin view is Sacra Sindone (The Holy Shroud), which some Catholics believe is the cloth in which Christ's body was wrapped. Liguria – The Liguria region, which includes most of the Italian Riviera, includes the main historic port of Genoa, charming, luxurious ports such as portofino's port, and Italy's best coastal port among the traditional communities
of Cinque Terre.Campania - Campania includes both the fascinating anarchy of Naples and the elegant beauty of Capri and the Amalfi Coast. The area also contains places identified in ancient mythology (lakes defined, for example, as the entrance to the Kingdom of the Dead) and some of the world's most famous ruins, including Pompeii and Herculanea. Puglia &amp;
Basilicata - Cave dwelling pepper Matera in Basilicata-Sassi-inhabited continuously since the Paleolithic era. Puglia (in English seomtimes called Puglia) is home to the conical trulli houses of Alberobello and Valle d'Itria and the Baroque architecture of Lecce - sometimes dubbed Florence of the South. Sicily – The largest island in the Mediterranean, Sicily has a unique blend of
bloodline and architecture from medieval Normandy, aragon of Spain, Moorish North Africa, ancient Greece, Phoenicia and Rome. Cars and fashionable people clog the stripes of their capital, Palermo. Areas of breathtaking beauty and eerie historical attractions include Syracuse (Siracusa in Italian) and Taormina, and ruins in Agrigento and Selinunte. In fact, the ruins of Sicily are
competing only with Rome itself. Note: This information was accurate when it was posted, but may change without notice. Please be sure to confirm all rates and details directly with the companies concerned before planning your trip. Get inspired for your next holiday
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